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2021-2022 Infinite Campus End-of-Year Training 

Question and Answer Transcript 

April 22, 2022 

Homeless Children and Youth Data Collection and Reporting 

1. Is living in a trailer park considered Homeless? 

It depends on the individual situation - is the residence fixed, regular and adequate? 

Use the NCHE-Eligibility Flowchart, to assist with this determination. Also, reference 

Homeless Data Standards, for complete definition and other resources for 

identification. WLN. 

If the trailer meets any of the definitions of homelessness, then they would be homeless.  

It does not automatically mean they are homeless.  Only if the trailer is inadequate (e.g., 

has no running water, overcrowding/insufficient space for people to live in, plumbing 

not working, etc.   Or if the trailer is temporary or they are doubled up--living with 

another person due to economic necessity.   

2. The end date of 6/30 does not auto populate for me when I am entering a new entry. Is this 

something I need to submit an IC ticket for? 

Yes, this is part of the requirements, it should auto-populate. IC support should be able 

to assist. The end date auto-populates when the start date is entered, so it will be blank 

initially. 

3. If I have a student doubled up but then moves to hotel, can I end date the first and add the second 

as long as I end date that second on 6/30?  

According to USDoE guidance, the students' living status should be reported as that as 

of identification of homeless. If the status changes the record should not be updated for 

the remainder of the academic year. If still homeless at the evaluation of the start of the 

school year, the new status can be entered. 

4. Is a student considered homeless if the parent is hospitalized, in a coma, and the student is forced 

to move to a different district with grandparents? The other parent does not have custodial 

rights?  

It is possible this student would meet the definition of Unaccompanied Homeless Youth 

- reference resources in the Homeless Data Standards. 

5. Is an RV considered temporary housing?  

If the RV meets any of the definitions of homelessness, then they would be homeless. It 

does not automatically mean they are homeless. Only if the RV is inadequate (e.g., has 

no running water). 

It depends on the individual situation - is the residence fixed, regular and adequate? 

Use the NCHE-Eligibility Flowchart, to assist with this determination. Also, reference 

Homeless Data Standards, for complete definition and other resources for 

identification. 

6. Should all homeless students be marked with FREE lunch? What about marking them Full Price? 

All homeless students should receive free lunch for the entire year. Run the QA 

Homeless detail report in Excel and turn on filters. Filter the Economically 

Disadvantaged column using the Filter by Color option too. 

https://nche.ed.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/NCHE-Eligibility-Flowchart.pdf
https://education.ky.gov/districts/tech/sis/Documents/DataStandard-Homeless.pdf
https://education.ky.gov/districts/tech/sis/Documents/DataStandard-Homeless.pdf
https://education.ky.gov/districts/tech/sis/Documents/DataStandard-Homeless.pdf
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7. If a family does not indicate homeless status can a district mark them homeless if they believe 

them to be so even if the parent indicates no on their enrollment application? 

If the district believes the student to be homeless, the student is still counted for data 

purposes; however, it is within the parents' rights to refuse services. To the extent 

possible, the district will need to make certain they understand the student's living 

situation and that the family has a good understanding of the McKinney Vento 

definition of homeless. There may be situations where identification as homeless has a 

stigma, which may deter families from accepting services and/or noting such on intake 

forms. 

8. If a family does not indicate homeless status can a district mark them homeless if they believe 

them to be so even if the parent indicates no on their enrollment application? 

If the district believes the student to be homeless, the student is still counted for data 

purposes; however, it is within the parents' rights to refuse services. To the extent 

possible, the district will need to make certain. 

9. Is the superintendent and special ed director approval of the safe schools report done before July 

1st or after? 

The verification of data from the Superintendent and DOSE needs to be submitted by 

June 30th. 

Calendars, Attendance and End of Year Clean-Up - SAAR 

10. I did the IC ticket last year to get help setting up online FRAM processing and they just sent me 

the steps for me to do it myself...are they supposed to set up for me? 

IC will not do the setup for you. If you need help and it is the first time you have done 

it, you can set up a meeting to ask them questions, but you will have to do the setup in 

your district database. 

11. How do we request these presentation slides? 

Email was sent to registered attendees, check to see if you received email from Linda 

Burton. If not, email KDE Data Request Inbox to receive. 

12. SAAR will give a baseline to start funding back for the 2023-24 school year. Will funding not be 

attached to this data in 22-23?  

Funding is tied to the previous year's attendance data. Funding paid during the 22-23 

school year is based on 18-19 or 19-20 attendance data due to the freezing of attendance 

during the pandemic. Districts will not submit a 21-22 SAAR, but cleanup should be 

done to make sure you have correct data for data pulls such as SRC.  

The 22-23 SAAR will be collected next year to be paid during the 23-24 school year. 

13. I heard mentioned that HIF applications completed online had to be printed.  I have an email 

from Tim Cooper from KDE from last April stating it was not necessary to print but that 

electronic copies are acceptable.  Has this changed? 

They do not have to be printed, but you must keep a copy for 10 years. If you have the 

capabilities to keep the electronic forms for that time, they can be stored electronically. 

14. Any idea when all the state-published reports will be accessible from the new look of IC?  

Currently, KDE is unable to automatically add the links to KDE reports in the new 

look. 

mailto:kdedatarequest@education.ky.gov
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15. Are students that are enrolled in a A6 school required to have a Dr complete the home/hospital 

paperwork? 

Yes. All students need paperwork completed by a Dr. for home/hospital UNLESS the 

student is a special education student, and he/she has been assigned to home/hospital by 

the ARC. Those students may still have paperwork signed by a Dr. but the decision of 

the ARC for placement is what determines home/hospital placement. 

16. Where could I find further information on HIF forms for full CEP districts being processed 

through IC? The presenter stated there is set-up required in IC.  

Please send an email to Samantha Engstrom and she will be able to get you the 

information you need.  

17. Do we mark "exclude" on those Summer School Calendars?  

No - If a summer school calendar is marked excluded KDE will not be able to pull the 

data and provide it to LRC. 

18. We are setting up summer school calendars this year for the first time.  When I roll students over, 

it says primary enrollment overlap dates under enrollment. Is this okay? 

Please reach out to Josh Whitlow. 

19. Does the Summer School calendar need to be submitted with our calendars for approval?  

No, you do not need to submit Summer School calendars to KDE. 

20. Do we enter a calendar for elementary summer school? Or is that just for high school/middle 

school?  

Summer School Calendars are not required to be recorded in IC, if LRC request data 

KDE will not be able to pull the data and district will be required to provide this to 

LRC. 

21. If using the variable calendar option, do you have to have 185 days in your calendar??  

Yes, all calendars must have 185 school days. Districts can use G: Planning to reach the 

185 days. 

22. Slide 32 says HIF forms must be retained for 10 years. This record series may contain: Copies of 

eligibility standards, sample parent letter, application for free and reduced meals," Which is 

correct?  

The retention report says 3 years. 

23. Should our NTI Days show up on the calendar edit Report under "day event attendance?” 

NTI will not show on your Calendar Edit Report. The only day events that will display 

are the number of Open, Close, Makeup, Holiday and Professional Development. To 

find the NTI days you can print the school calendar. System Administration | Calendar 

| Calendar | Days | Print. 

24. Is it mandatory to have a summer school calendar? 

No - Summer School Calendars are not required to be recorded in IC, if LRC request 

data KDE will not be able to pull the data and district will be required to provide this to 

LRC. 

25. Is there a instruction outline on how to set up a summer school calendar? Is there one for how to 

enroll students into the summer school calendar or any other information that needs to be moved 

into the summer school calendar? 

Summer School Calendar Setup Guide. 

mailto:Samantha.Engstrom@education.ky.gov
mailto:josh.whitlow@education.ky.gov
https://education.ky.gov/districts/enrol/Documents/2021-22%20Calendar%20Setup%20Guide%20-%20Summer%20School%20%28002%29.pdf
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26. Can we discuss pre-K and state exclude?  

Pre-K students should not be marked state exclude. Please reach out to the preschool 

group or District Support if you have specific questions. 

27. Are summer enrichment programs considered summer school? They may include kids outside of 

school population.  

No - you can track them via an excluded calendar in IC, but you do not have to track 

these programs. 

28. Can you still use IC for enrichment programs if you want to?  

Yes - you can track them via an excluded calendar in IC, but you do not have to track 

these programs. 

29. Do we have to do a summer school calendar? 

No - Summer School Calendars are not required to be recorded in IC, if LRC request 

data KDE will not be able to pull the data and district will be required to provide this to 

LRC. 

30. Is there any instruction or tips online about balancing the register and the ADM/ADA?  

Not currently. We recommend reaching out to your field staff contact (Sheila, Ruth, 

Sasha) for guidance. KDE (Josh Whitlow) will be conducting attendance webcasts and 

meetings at the beginning of next year as we go back to conducting attendance audits 

and these sessions will address balancing these reports. 

31. How do I get on Josh's email list for attendance webinars?  

We will send notifications out to DPPs and KSIS contacts. As long as you are on the 

KSIS contact distribution list you will receive the notification. 

32. A question was asked about home hospital applications being signed by a doctor. The KRS states 

multiple different certified people being allowed to sign. Can you clarify?  

Yes - you are correct. There are several certified professionals outlined in KRS 

159.030(2) who can sign HH paperwork. My apologies for specifically saying Dr. when 

it can be any of those outlined in the statute. 

33. Attendance: Last year schools were told they could print a general sticker that had a blurb about 

Covid and put on each student's cumulative folder instead of their actual attendance. Is that okay 

for this year as well? 

Yes - we are once again not tracking official attendance in 21-22 for funding. However, 

each school/district is different. If you were able to track attendance this year and have 

what you feel is valid data for the student's file, it can be used. 

34. How do I get on the KSIS email list? I am receiving emails from Ronda Devine, which I assume 

is the DPP list, but I'm missing many KSIS emails that others must forward to me. Thank you! 

Individuals are automatically added if they are listed as a KSIS Point of Contact in 

People Role Manager; if others want to receive KSIS Notifications, email KDE Data 

Request Inbox to request. 

35. Where is the best place to find the district contact for student enrollment overlap errors? 

We look at who "released records" on the Records Transfer tab. That's usually who we 

contact by email to resolve overlaps. 

mailto:kdedatarequest@education.ky.gov
mailto:kdedatarequest@education.ky.gov
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36. I am new and I just want to make sure that I do not have to submit the SAAR report this school 

year? 

You do not need to submit this year, but we do recommend doing the data quality work 

since that data is used for other purposes besides just the SAAR submittal. 

37. Can you please clarify the difference between when a course should be marked performance vs. 

virtual? 

There are many factors to determine if a course should be marked performance or 

virtual. The location of the course and method of instruction are looked at in both cases. 

The Virtual/Performance-based data standard addresses some of these differences, but 

you can also reach out to Josh Whitlow with specific questions.  

38. How does it affect funding if student moves from performance based to traditional classes? 

Example, student is in PB class until Nob but moves to traditional in Dec. Is the district funded 

for that student from Aug - Nov? 

No. In your example a district would not be funded for the time the student was in a 

performance-based class if there is no final grade on the course. The student would 

start generating attendance when he/she is moved to the course taking attendance.  

Graduation 

39. What if graduation ceremony is 2 days later than last day of school? Still use last day of school?  

Use the last instructional day. 

40. We have a graduate student with an end-date of 12/17/21 and has mid-year graduate chosen on 

the graduation tab as the diploma period but is coming up on the State Published ad hoc KEES-

Spring Graduates with wrong diploma date.  

41. Thank you. We have updated the ad-hoc to report for the 2022 school year, it 

had not been updated to the current school year. Any copies you may have made of this ad-

hoc to a particular group will need to be updated for the current school year.  

Is paperwork required to be on file before a W25 end code is used? 

The district needs to document the details of the dropout but those are not collected 

within IC anymore. 

42. If they are a spring or mid-year graduate, are they considered graduating less than four years? 

No, Once the 4th year begins then they are considered 4th year graduate. If they 

graduate prior to the start of the 4th year, then they are considered graduating in less 

than four years. 

43. Can you explain more about the KY enrollment script that has to be run by campus? I do not 

recall doing that in the past. 

If you roll enrollments forward before school year ends to begin new year scheduling.  

Some enrollment elements get changed in the current year but do not update the year 

rolled forward enrollment. A good example is a special ed student that Exits to Regular 

Ed.  

The current year will show the student no longer Active for special ed, but the 

enrollment rolled forward does not get updated and still shows the student Active in 

Special Ed. The KY Enrollment Update Script will update any enrollments rolled 

forward with the same information as the current year enrollment so that the data 

matches. That's about the best way I can explain it. 

https://education.ky.gov/districts/tech/sis/Documents/VirtualandPerformanceTrainingDocument_.pdf
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Dual Credit Data Quality 

No questions 

End-of-Year Checklist 

No questions 

KDE Updates 

No questions 

Campus Community/Passport 

No Questions 

AdHoc Tips and Tricks 

44. Helpful Links:  

Course section filter fields for ad-hoc reporting 

Student Flag Editor Definitions 

Query Wizard - Filter Operators  

Query Wizard - Functions 

Query Wizard - Logical Expressions  

45. Can you create folders within the user groups?? 

Great Question! Folders are currently only available for organization of your personal 

Ad Hoc filters. Folders cannot be created within a User Group in the current version of 

Infinite Campus. 

46. ent links for ad hoc reporting? 

student-filter-fields-for-ad-hoc-reporting 

census-staff-filter-fields-for-ad-hoc-reporting 

 course-section-filter-fields-for-ad-hoc-reporting  

Student Flag Editor Definitions 

47. When we (a district) need to create a new folder for a school or for all specific users to access, 

can we do that at the district level, or do we need IC to add it?  

Hi! The folders that allow other a group of users to access the same Ad Hoc Filters are 

set up as a 'User Group'. User groups can be set up at a district level, and the 

appropriate users can be added to the user group to allow the specified people to access 

the Ad Hoc Filters. See the article below for more information on creating and using 

User Groups: 

create-user-group. 

This article provides additional information about adding users to a User Group 

user-groups-user-tab  

https://kb.infinitecampus.com/help/course-section-filter-fields-for-ad-hoc-reporting
https://kb.infinitecampus.com/help/flags-student#Flags(Student)-StudentFlagEditorDefinitions
https://kb.infinitecampus.com/help/query-wizard#QueryWizard-FilterOperators
https://kb.infinitecampus.com/help/query-wizard/#QueryWizard-Functions
https://kb.infinitecampus.com/help/query-wizard/#QueryWizard-LogicalExpressions
https://kb.infinitecampus.com/help/student-filter-fields-for-ad-hoc-reporting
https://kb.infinitecampus.com/help/census-staff-filter-fields-for-ad-hoc-reporting
https://kb.infinitecampus.com/help/course-section-filter-fields-for-ad-hoc-reporting
https://kb.infinitecampus.com/help/flags-student#Flags(Student)-StudentFlagEditorDefinitions
https://kb.infinitecampus.com/help/create-user-group
https://kb.infinitecampus.com/help/user-groups-user-tab

